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Frequently Asked Quс��s

Q

Is there a minimum number of participants
required from my studio or school?

There is NO minimum requirement for your studio or
school's participation in LEGACY. However, in order to
provide a complimentary package for the Director, we
require 20 participants.

Q

Do non-dancers pay the same amount
as participating dancers?

All individuals involved in LEGACY Dance Event are
included as participants in Broadway Bound Experience.
However, non-dancing participants are not included in
the "A Day in the Life of a Professional Dancer" program.
All non-dancers will receive a $50 credit for this program,
listed directly on your invoice.

Q

What are the dance level requirements
and minimum age requirement?

In order to keep our classes of the highest standard and
quality, we require participating dancers to have an
intermediate level (2 to 3 years of dance experience).
Students come from across the country from every
dance background. Ages range from 10 and up.

Q

What should dancers wear for their
workshops and masterclasses?

Dancers are encouraged to wear black form fitting
clothing with respective dance shoes for each
workshop and/or masterclass. Please have hair up and
away from the face. Matching studio/school tops are
always permitted!
Dancers will be given a special gift they can style and
wear to workshops & masterclasses if they choose!

Q

How many dancers participate in each
workshop and masterclass?

In order to keep the quality of each program at its
highest, and to ensure that every dancer gets the most
out of each workshop, our classes are kept relatively
small (40-60). Should your chosen event weekend
exceed these numbers as in the past, multiple
concurrent dance workshops will be arranged.

Q

When will I know who my featured artists
will be?

Because we ONLY work with current, active leading artists
from New York City Companies, the featured artists
performance schedules are constantly changing. For this
reason, we schedule your featured artists about 60 days
prior to each event weekend.

Q

What Broadway Show will we see?

Any and all Broadway shows are available for your
group to choose from! Your entire group will need to
make one choice. To help you do that, we would be
happy to provide you with a list of some of the most
popular shows to choose from.

Q

Can I purchase individual event days
and/or provide my own hotel
accommodations?

Individual Event Days CAN be purchased separately
from the Event Package. See individual pricing below:

Saturdays: A Day in the Life - $145
Sundays: Broadway Bound Experience - $255

